
CA3-BBS 2016 Spring Edition

CA3-BBS-SET mounting instructions

CA3-BBS-SET components

The CA3 BBS-SET consists of the following components:

• Special Edition Cycle Analyst V3 for Bafang BBS motors (BBS01 - BBS02 – 
BBSHD)

• External on-off power switch with mounting bracket
• External speed sensor with spoke magnet
• Special Edition shunt for measuring currents
• Connection cable between Cycle Analyst and shunt
• Connection cable between shunt and BBS controller
• Temperature sensor

1            Attaching the Cycle Analyst

Attach the Cycle Analyst to the vehicle with the standard handlebar clamp or the stemshaft
mounting bracket and align it so it is easily readable by the rider.

Standard-handlebar clamp (left) or stemshaft mounting bracket LVSH



2            Attaching the speed sensor and the spoke magnet

Attach the speed sensor to the vehicle in a suitable position and affix with the enclosed 
cable ties. 

Speed sensor and spoke magnet

Connect the speed sensors red 2-pole female HIGO connector with the male red 2-pole 
HIGO connector of the Cycle Analyst.

Affix the cable to your bike in such way that no tension appears when you turn your
handlebar.

Attach the spoke magnet to a spoke and position it in the area of the mark (about 1 cm 
back from the sensors tip).
The distance between speed sensor and spoke magnet should not exceed 1.5 to 2 cm. If 
necessary, use spacers to position the speed sensor closer to the spoke magnet. 

3            Attaching the main switch

Use the universal bracket to mount the main switch to the Cycle Analyst or some other 
place on your bike. Modify the universal bracket as needed. 

Main switch

Connect the red 2-pole HIGO connector of the main switch with the red 2-pole HIGO 
connector of the Cycle Analyst.



4            Attaching the shunt

Attach the shunt to your bike in a suitable position between the battery and BBS motor. 

Shunt

Trim your battery and/or your controller cables to length, attach the XT90-S connectors 
provided with the SET and plug them into the shunt.

Connect the shunt and the Cycle Analyst with the purple 6-pin connector cable. 

6-pole lilac HIGO connector cable



5            BBS controller - Integration of the PAS cable

Before detaching the controller unplug the battery whilst the system is switched 
on so that the capacitors can discharge. Only then proceed to work on the 
controller.

Unscrew the controller from the motor. The controller must not be unplugged completely 
and removed from the vehicle as shown here in this manual. Leaving the controller 
connected to all other cables will usually be sufficient to allow you to integrate the PAS 
cable and/or the temperature sensor.

The controller of a BBS motor (BBS01 / BBS02)

Open the 4-pole JST connection between controller and motor. Press down the holding 
tongues of white and gray wire contacts with a suitable tool and pull both strands from the 
socket housing. 

Pressing down a holding tongue with a small screwdriver



Remove the silicone from the JST connector and the two cables.

Contacts removed from the 4-pole JST connector

Place shrinking tube SS-32 on the contacts...

shrinking tube placed on contacts

… and shrink the shrinking tube.

Isolated cable endsa



Cut off the original speed sensor cable and remove it.

Original speed sensor cable removed

Cut cable stump of the original speed sensor cable

Pull the remaining mantle of the cable stump out of the grey potting compound. Fold the 
individual wires back and place the SSIK-6-2 shrinking tube piece over the wires.

Shrinking tube placed on wires

… shrink the tube...

Shrunk tubing



… and squeeze together whilst still hot.

Finished cable end

Squeeze the PAS / temperature sensor cable through the hole in the rubber seal. 

PAS / Temperatur sensor cable

First insert one twisted wire pair...

Inserted twisted temperature wire pair

... then insert the second twisted wire pair. 

Inserted twisted PAS wire pair



Insert the two female contacts in the 4-pin JST connectors. The position of the blue and 
yellow wire contacts does not matter. 

Inserted female PAS contacts in JST connector

Insert the two male contacts into the 2-pole JST housing. The position of the black and red
wire does not matter. 

Inserted male temperature sensor contacts

Plug in the temperature sensor.

Plugged-in temperature sensor



Place the PAS / temperature sensor cable along the controllers enclosure.
The controller is now finished and ready for re-installation on the motor. 

Finished controller ready for re-installation

Remove the temperature sensor temporarily and affix in an appropriate location on the 
motor housing with silicone adhesive.

Re-install the controller to the motor.

Connect the blue 4-pole male HIGO connector with the blue 4-pin female HIGO connector 
from the shunt.

The assembly of the CA3-BBS-SET is now completed. 
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